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Since the first edition of this bibliography was published in November 1999, an enormous amount of research has become available. In this second edition I have chosen to concentrate on books and journal articles which has meant less information being included in the form of record liner notes (although I have by no means neglected these altogether). Newspaper articles and unpublished theses have also been included where locatable. This revised and updated version includes those writings published prior to 1999 that I was unable to list in the first edition, as well material produced since that date. The cutoff date is 2005, although I make no apologies for including some research in the first half of 2006 such as entries for the Routledge Encyclopedia of the Blues. This material is too valuable to omit. Physical distribution and rarity of materials have prevented the examination of every item listed, and some references are regrettably but unavoidably incomplete. Approximately half the sources included have been checked by myself or other helpful individuals.

Specialist blues magazines continue to emerge and disappear — the final issue of Blues Access appeared in 2002 — but other publications have materialized to take their place. The nature of these magazines varies depending on their target audience; Living Blues still concentrates on African American blues artists (although its remit has expanded to occasionally include “Deep soul” singers) while other publications such as Blues Revue focus on White rock/blues acts as well as more traditional Black musicians. European publications sometimes feature articles on homegrown as well as American musicians. Long-established titles such as Jefferson (1968–), Soul Bag (1968–), Living Blues (1970–), Block (1975–), Blues & Rhythm (1984–), and Juke Blues (1985–) continue to attract international subscribers. Although many of the specialist journals listed are obscure, they are usually traceable through the National Library of the country of publication. The major blues archives in the United States (such as those at The University of Mississippi, and Chicago Public Library) hold runs of international journals. In the United Kingdom, The Archive of African American Music is due to open soon in Gloucester — this will house the Paul Oliver Collection and should benefit blues scholars and musicians. Non-specialist journals have also been indexed wherever possible and the expansion of online facilities has proved beneficial in tracing citations where access to the hard copy has proved difficult. Web sites are generally not included due to their transitory nature; however, I have included references to reprints of articles online, and also “pointers” to two important Web sites: Stefan Wirz’s American Music site at http://www.wirz.de/music/american.htm, and The Red Saunders Research Foundation page at http://hubcap.clemson.edu/~campber/rsrf.html.

This bibliography lists references on African American blues and blues artists and therefore does not include writings on White blues/rock musicians such as Eric Clapton or Stevie Ray Vaughan. A number of previously cited artists have been omitted from this edition because they veer more towards the soul genre than blues; for similar reasons, references to a number of jazz singers have also been omitted.

For ease of use, the text has now been numbered according to the individual citation. For simplicity, the biographical entries — by far the largest section — are subdivided alphabetically (BA, BB, etc.). The author index refers to these numbered entries rather than to the page number. Also included are some incomplete references which have been grouped together at the end of the section for reasons of brevity. Obituaries have been identified separately from the other entries — where no author is acknowledged (or my own reference is incomplete) these too have been condensed. Due to the size of this work I have tried to scale down the text by extensive cross referencing. These references are placed at the end of each entry — a cross reference does not necessarily mean a secondary citation, and readers are advised to follow up these entries. For the sake of brevity, reference to some individuals connected with record labels, e.g. Don Robey, have been cited under the label concerned — in each case a cross reference has been provided under their name. This avoids duplication and again reduces the size of the entire work.

This is not a comprehensive listing, but I hope that it proves useful in locating information on the subject. More research needs to be carried out, but, at the very least, the coverage includes a good percentage of the relevant major English language publications.

Robert Ford
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The country of origin of the most significant periodicals which appear herein are shown in the following list. Those marked (a) have been indexed by the author, although in some cases it was not possible to examine complete runs; those marked (b) were indexed by either Mary Katherine Aldin, Alan Balfour, Andries van den Berg, Tony Bourke, Patrice Champarou, Lex Jansen, Tony King, John Newman, Paul Pelletier, or Paul Vernon.

Where possible I have tried to distinguish similar journal titles in the text by indicating the country of origin.

78 Quarterly [USA] (a)
Acoustic Guitar [USA] (a)
American Folk Music Occasional [USA] (a)
American Music Magazine (formerly Rock & Roll Performers Magazine) [Sweden]
Annual Review of Jazz Studies [USA] (a)
Arhoolie Occasional [USA] (a)
ARSC Journal [USA]
Association For Recorded Sound Collections: see ARSC Journal
Audio — The Equipment Authority [USA]
BBR Boogie: see British Blues Review
Big City Blues (formerly Detroit Blues) [USA] (a)
Billboard: The International Newweekly of Music, Video and Home Entertainment
Bim Bam Boom [USA] (a)
Black Music/Black Music & Jazz Review [UK] (a,b)
Black Music Research Journal [USA] (a)
Black Music Research Newsletter: see Black Music Research Journal
Black Perspective in Music [USA] (a)
Black World [USA] (a)
Bleu Banane [Belgium] (a)
Block [Holland] (a,b)
Blue Flame [USA]
Blue Suede News [USA]
Blueprint/Blues in Britain [UK] (a)
Blues Access [USA] (a,b)
Blues & Rhythm [UK] (a)
Blues & Soul [UK]
Blues Bag [UK] (a)
Blues Bimestre International Blues Jazz [Belgium] (a)
Blues Collection [UK] (a)
Blues et Jazz [Belgium] (a)
Blues Etc. (later Blues Magazine) [France]
Blues Forever Magazine [UK] (a)
Blues Forum [Germany] (b)
Blues Gazette [Belgium]
Blues In Britain: see Blueprint
Il Blues: Trimestrale di Cultura Musicale [Italy] (a)
Blues Life [Austria]
Blues-Link [UK] (a,b)
Blue Magazine [Canada] (a)
Blues Magazine (formerly Blues Etc.) [France]
Blues Matters [UK] (a)
Blues News: Das Deutsche Bluesmagazin [Germany]
Blues News [Finland]
Blues Notes [Germany] (a)
Blues Power [Italy]
Blues Power Magazine [Germany]
Blues Research [USA] (a)
Blues Revue Quarterly/Blues Revue [USA] (a,b)
Blues Statistics [UK]
Blues Unlimited [UK] (a)
Blues World [UK] (a)
B.M.I.: The Many Worlds of Music/B.M.I MusicWorld [USA]
Boogie Woogie & Blues Collector [Holland] (a)
British Blues Review (BBR Boogie) [UK] (a)
Broadside [USA]
Bulletin du Hot Club de France [France]
Cadence [USA] (a)
Career Discographies [UK] (a)
Coda [Canada] (a)
Collectors Items [UK] (a,b)
Come for to Sing [USA] (a)
Crawdaddy [USA]
Crazy Music: The Journal of the Australian Blues Society [Australia] (a)
Cream [UK] (b)
Creem [USA]
Crescendo [UK] (a)
Crescendo International: see Crescendo
Detour: Country Folk and Blues Music Magazine [UK] (a,b)
Detroit Blues [USA]
Dirty Linen [USA] (a)
Discographical Forum [UK] (a)
Discophile [UK]
Discoveries [USA]
Doctor Jazz [Holland]
Down Beat [USA] (a)
Ebony [USA]
Ethnomusicology [USA] (a)
Feelin’ Good [Italy] (a)
Folk Roots [UK] (a)
Footnote: Dedicated To New Orleans Music [UK]
Frets [USA]
FRoots: see Folk Roots
German Blues Circle Info [Germany]
Goldmine [USA] (a)
The Guitar Magazine [UK] (a)
Guitar Player [USA] (a)
Guitar World [USA] (a)
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New Musical Express (formerly Musical Express) [UK] (a)
Newsweek [USA]
Notes [USA] (a)
Now Dig This [UK] (a)
Offbeat [USA]
Orkester Journalen [Sweden]
The Oxford American [USA] (a)
Pickin' The Blues [UK] (a)
Playback [USA]
Point du Jazz [France]
Popular Music [UK] (a)
Popular Music and Society [USA]
Q [UK] (a)
R and B Collector (later R and B Magazine) [USA] (a)
R and B Magazine (formerly R and B Collector) [USA] (a)
R&B Monthly [UK] (b)
R&B Scene [UK] (a)
Real Blues (formerly Westcoast Blues Review) [Canada] (a)
Recorded Americana Bulletin: see Record Research
Record Changer [USA] (a)
Record Collector [UK] (a)
Record Exchanger [USA]
Record Mirror [UK]
Record Research [USA]
Rhythm and Blues: Covering the Blues and Jazz Scene [USA]
Rhythm & Blues Panorama [Belgium] (a,b)
Rock & Blues News [USA] (a)
Rock & Roll Performers Magazine (later American Music Magazine) [Sweden]
Roll Street Journal [UK]
Rollin' & Tumblin' [Luxembourg] (a)
Rolling Stone [USA] (a)
Sailor's Delight [UK] (a,b)
Saturday Review/Saturday Review of Literature/Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art [USA]
The Second Line [USA]
Sepia [USA]
78 Quarterly [USA] (a)
Shout [UK] (a,b)
Sing Out! [USA] (a)
Solo Blues [Spain]
Soul Music/Soul Music Monthly [UK]
Soul: The Magazine for the R&B Collector [UK] (a)
Soul [USA]
Soul Bag [France] (a,b)
Sounds [UK] (a)
Southern Folklore Quarterly [USA]
Spin [USA]
Spin: The Folksony Magazine [UK]
Stereo Review [USA] (see also High Fidelity, Stereo Review)
Storyville [UK] (a)
Talking Blues [UK] (a)
Time [USA]
Variety [USA]
Village Voice [USA]
Vintage Jazz Mart [UK]
Vox [UK] (a)
Wavelength [USA] (a)
Westcoast Blues Review (later Real Blues) [Canada] (a)
Western Folklore [USA] (a)
Whiskey, Women, and ... [USA] (a)
Who Put the Bomp [USA] (a)
The Wire [UK] (a)
The following journals are also cited in this bibliography:

ABC TV Hootenanny; Acoustic Music; Acoustic Musician; Accounting History; Acta Musicologica; Acta Sociologica; African Music Society Newsletter; Alabama Blues Society Newsletter; Alabama Heritage; Albany Southwest Georgian; Alcheringa Ethnopoetics; Allegro; The Alternative; American Anthropologist; American Demographics; American Heritage; American Image; American Journal of Religious Psychology and Education; American Libraries; American Music Research Center Journal; American Quarterly; American Record Guide; American Scholar; American Sociological Review; American Speech; American String Teacher; American Visions; Les Amis du Blues; Anarchy [UK]; Angolite; Annals of Internal Medicine; Anschlaege; Antaeus; Arbetet; Arcade; Arkansas Historical Quarterly; Arkansas Review; Arsenal; Surrealist Subversion; Arts In Society; ASCAP Today; Atlanta Gazette; Atlanta Historical Bulletin; The Atlantic; Audio; Australian Jazz Quarterly; Automotive News; Back to the Roots; Bad; Badaboom Gramaphone; Band Wagon: An Independent Weekly Newspaper; Bass Player; Bassist; Bay Area Blues Letter [USA]; The Beat [USA]; Beat [Norway]; Beat Instrumental [UK]; BFW Contact Magazine; The Big Beat; Big Beat of the 50’s; Big Town Review; Biography News; Black American Literature Forum; Black Books Bulletin; Black Collegian; Black Echoes; Black Lines; Black Panther; Black Sacred Music; Black Scholar; Black Times; Black Wax; Blackfolk; Blätterk; Blesok; Blitzi; Blue Sky Review; Blues [Japan]; Blues Connection; Blues Rag; Blues Scene Quarterly; Blues Views; The Bookman; Bookseller; Boston After Dark; Business History Review; Business Review Weekly; Business Week; Les Cahiers de la Guitare; Cahiers de Musiques Traditionnelles; Les Cahiers du Jazz; Callaloo; Canadian Journal of Political and Social Theory/Revue Canadienne de Théorie Politique et Sociale; Canadian Musician; Canadian Review of American Studies; Canadian University Music Review/Revue de Musique des Universités Canadiennes; Caravan [USA]; Cash Box [USA]; Cataloging and Classification Quarterly; CAUSM Journal [Canada]; Center For Southern Folklore Newsletter; Century Magazine [USA]; Chicago Blues; Chiron: A Review of Jungian Analysis; Choral Journal; Chicago History; Chronicle of Higher Education; Cincinnati Magazine; Cineforum; Cinema Journal; Cinémonde; Circus; City Limits; City of Memphis; CLA Journal; Clamor; Classic Images; Classic Wax; Claver [USA]; Claviers [France]; Clifton; Clockwatch Review; Close-Up; Cobblestone Magazine; Collectanea; Collectibles Illustrated; Collier’s; Common Ground; Commonweal; Composer; Connoiseur; Contemporary Drug Problems; Contemporary Keyboard; Counterpunch; Country Directory; Country Gentleman; Country Music; Country Music People; Craín’s Chicago Business; Crisis: A Record of the Darker Races; Critical Perspectives of Third World America; Crossroads: A Journal of Southern Culture; Cuadernos de Jazz; Cultural Correspondence; Cultural Resource Management; CultureFront; Current Biography; Current Opinion; Dance Magazine; Danske Musiktitidsskrift [Denmark]; Dark Star: Death Studies; Delta Review; Dialectical Anthropology; Dig It! Disc; Disc’Ribe; Disc-o-Graph; Discograph; Discographical Notes; Discorder; Door to Liberation; Drexel Library Quarterly; Druid: A Humanities Magazine; The Drummer; Dwight’s Journal of Music; EAR: Echoes; The Economist; Encore: American and Worldwide News; English Journal; Esquire; Essence; Estudios Afrocanarios; Etc.: A Review of General Semantics; Ethno-Musicology Newsletter; Ethnology; Etnomusikologian Vuosikirja; Eureka: The Bi-Monthly Magazine of New Orleans Jazz; European Blues Association Newsletter; Evergreen Review; Expansions; Experience Hendrix: The Official Jimi Hendrix Magazine; Expressions: The Urban Traditions Newsletter; Facts on File; Fast Folk Musical Magazine; Feber; Fiddler Magazine; Fifth Estate; Figaro [USA]; Filotrax; Flamingo; Folk Music; Folk Music Journal; Folk: Review of People’s Music; Folk Scene; Folk-Michel; Folklife Center News; Folklore; Folklore and Folk Music Archivist; Folklore and Folklife In Virginia; Folklore Annual of University Folklore Association; Folklore Forum; Fontes Artis Musicae: Review of the International Association of Music Libraries; Fortune; Free & Easy; Freedom Anarchist Weekly; Freedomways; Friends (later Frendz); Fuzz; Gaffa; Gambit; Genre; Geographical Magazine; Get Rhythm; Gidappal; Gig Magazine; Girl Illustrated; The Golden Age; Golden Book Magazine; Goldenseal; Goodphone; GQ: Grammy Magazine; Gränslöst; Great Speckled Bird; Greece & Rome; Griot: Official Journal of the Southern Conference on Afro-American Studies; Gris Gris; Guitar Extra; Guitar (For the Practising Musician); Guitar International; Guitar One; Guitar Techniques; Guitar: The Magazine for All Guitarists; Gunn Report; Heresies; Heritage [New Zealand]; Hi Folks!; Hifi-Stereophonie [Germany]; Hit Parader; Hip; Hip Hop Connection; The History Teacher; Hobbies; Hot Club Magazine [Belgium]; Hot Jazz; Hot Jazz Club Bulletin; Hot Jazz Info; Horizon; Hot Notes; Hot Press; Hot Wire: The Journal of Women’s Music and Culture; House Beautiful; House & Garden; Hue; The Humanist; IAJRC Journal; Illinois Entertainer; In These Times; Inland: The Magazine of the Middle West; Les Inrockuptibles; Independent Women: The Instrumentalists; International Jazz Archives Journal; Interview; Into Jazz; Israel Studies in Musicology; IT: The International Times; It Will Stand; Jahrbuch für Amerikanistik/American Studies; JARS (Jazz At Ronnie Scott’s); Jazz [Denmark]; Jazz 360°; Jazz: A Quarterly of American Music [USA]; The Jazz Archivist; Jazz Around; Jazz Bazaar; Jazz Digest; Jazz Echo; Jazz Educators Journal; Jazz Express; Jazz FM: The Magazine [UK]; Jazz Greats [UK]; Jazz Guide; Jazz Information; Jazz Magazine [ Argentina]; Jazz Magazine [UK]; Jazz Magazine [USA]; Jazz Maker; Jazz Metodická Publikace Urcená Clenum Jazzové Sekce; Jazz Music [Germany]; Jazz Music [USA]; Jazz Notes/Jazz Notes and Blue Rhythm [Australia]; Jazz Notes [ USA]; Jazz Nu [Holland]; Jazz on CD/Cassette [UK]; Jazz + Classic: Jazz Press [Holland]; Jazz Quarterly; The Jazz Rag; Jazz Register; Jazz Reprints; Jazz - Rhythm and Blues; Jazz Special; Jazz Spotlite News; Jazz Stage; Jazz Tempo; Jazz Wereld; Jazzband [ Argentina]; Jazzfinder; Der Jazzfreund; Jazzic; Jazzman; Jazznu [Holland]; Jazznytt; Jazzology; Jazzophone; Jazzthetik; Jerry’s Rhythm Rag; Joxlin’s Jazz Journal; Journal & Guide; Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology; Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism; Journal of American Culture; Journal of American Studies; Journal of Country Music; Journal of Folklore Research; Journal of Geography; Journal of Musicology; Journal of Negro History; Journal of Poetry Therapy; Journal of Popular Culture; Journal of Pragmatics; Journal of Regional Cultures; Journal of Southern History; Journal of the Folklore Institute; Journal of the International Trumpet Guild; Jumpin’ & Hot; Kaleidoscope; Kenyon Review; Keside; Keyboard Player; Keystone Folklore Quarterly; King Biscuit Time; King Biscuit Times Blues Journal; Kommotion; Kord; Kadzu; Ladies Home Journal; Latch On; Latin Beat Magazine; Library Journal; Life Magazine; The Lightning Express; Lira; The Listener; Little Sandy Review; Living Age; Look; Los Angeles Magazine; Louisiana Folklife; Louisiana Folklore Miscellany; Louisiana Historical Quarterly; Lucille’s Blues Letter: A Bi-Monthly Journal of Blue Thought; Macleans; The Mandocruccian’s Digest; Mandolin Quarterly; Massachusetts Music News; Massachusetts Review; Maverick; Maximum Guitar; MD; Mean Mountain Music; Mediators; Meetings and Conventions; Melodie; MELUS; Memory; Memory Lane; Memphis; The Memphis Flyer; Memphis World; Mens en Melodie; Mentor; Metro Forum; Metronome; M.I. Magazine; Mich-
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Afro-American [Baltimore, MD]

The Age [Australia]

Akron Beacon Journal [Akron, OH]

Albuquerque Journal [Albuquerque, New Mexico]

Amsterdam News: see New York Amsterdam News [New York]

Asheville Citizen-Times: see Citizen-Times [Asheville, NC]

Atlanta Journal and Constitution [Atlanta, GA]

Austin American-Statesman [Austin, Texas]

The Australian [Australia]

Baton Rouge Morning Advocate: see Morning Advocate [Baton Rouge, LA]

Beaumont Enterprise [Beaumont, Texas]

Belfast Telegraph [UK]

Birmingham News [Birmingham, AL]

Birmingham World [Birmingham, AL]

Bluefield Daily Telegraph [Bluefield, VA]

The Boston Globe [Boston, MA]

The Boston Herald [Boston, MA]

Boston Phoenix [Boston, MA USA]
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The Bradenton Herald [Bradenton, Florida]
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The Herald Tribune: see New York Herald Tribune [New York]
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Houston Press [Houston, TX]
Illinois Times [Springfield, IL]
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Indianapolis Recorder [Indianapolis, IN]
Indianapolis Star [Indianapolis, IN]
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International Herald Tribune: see also New York Herald Tribune [New York]
Investor's Business Daily [New York]
Jackson Clarion-Ledger: see Clarion-Ledger [Jackson, MS]
Jackson Daily News: see Clarion-Ledger [Jackson, MS]
Jackson Sun [Jackson, MS]
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